Seasons Landscape Collection

Seasons Collection
Environmental Audio
Exterior audio fidelity has arrived. It is now possible to immerse
yourself in the same incredible sound quality you experience inside
your home throughout your entire outdoor environment.

Hidden Vibrations
Taking advantage of subterranean designs, a series of large
subwoofers can be buried in the landscape and deliver earthshaking bass while only visually exposing a small “mushroom”
shaped port above the surface.

Sound From Anywhere
Various mounting options for the Landscape speakers create a
substantial level of flexibility. Spikes can be placed within the
ground plants, tree mounts can be secured on limbs or trunks, and
surface mounts can mounted to any flat surface.

Sonic Environment

Artistic Integration

Blending discreet enclosures within plants and shrubbery, music

Your professional system installer will run wires underground and through the walls

appears to emanate from everywhere and yet the source of the

to connect the various speaker locations, completely hiding them from view and

sound is virtually invisible.

providing a finished result that is pristine and attractive.

Handling the Elements
Resist the Storm
With more and more people enjoying the great outdoors and refurbishing their backyards, it’s no wonder that
landscape audio has become one of the fastest growing categories in whole-home distributed audio. Well suited
to withstand the harshest climates, all landscape speakers & subwoofers are enclosed with rugged injected
molded plastic ensures that the speaker internals are fully protected from damaging water and strong UV rays.
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Specified Placement
Locating speakers in carefully selected points throughout the
landscape allows the sound to cover every critical location. This
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could include the pool, deck, patio or conversation areas. Just
imagine how music will enhance your next outdoor event.

Benefits
Design Recommendations

70 Volt

The subtle nuances in system design can make all the difference in the final outcome. Origin Acoustics

Utilizing this technology that has been used in

has a team of dedicated system engineers that can work closely with your authorized Origin dealer

commercial systems for decades, Origin has created

to review your landscape plans and create a custom, turn-key design just for you. These designs

70 volt models that allow for numerous speakers to be

come complete with detailed illustrations, coverage maps and specific model recommendations.

easily placed throughout the landscape in an extremely
scalable system with a minimal number of connections
and a more simplified wiring strategy.

Multiple Zones
Independently controlling the volume and music sources
in different outdoor areas allows you to create unique
sonic environments depending on the needs of a specific
activity or event.

A Seamless Transition
Moving from indoors to outdoors should never affect
your listening enjoyment. Take advantage of the Seasons
Landscape Collection and experience why outdoor audio
has become such a priority for homeowners across the
nation and around the world.
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Model
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Woofer
Diameter

6”
(252mm)
Polypropylene

4.5”
(114mm)
Polypropylene

12”
(305mm)
Polypropylene

10”
(254mm)
Polypropylene

8”
(203mm)
Polypropylene

10”
(254mm)
Polypropylene

Tweeter

1” (25mm)
Titanium

0.75” (20mm)
Titanium

-

-

-

-

Frequency
Response

60 Hz - 20 kHz

80 Hz - 20 kHz

23 Hz - 100 kHz

32 Hz - 100 kHz

39 Hz - 100 kHz

35 Hz - 150 kHz

Impedance

8 ohm / 70 V

8 ohm / 70 V

8 ohm / 70 V

8 ohm / 70 V

8 ohm / 70 V

8 ohm / 70 V

Dimensions

7 x 10 x 11”
(179 x 255 x 280mm)

5.25 x 8.75 x 8.25”
(134 x 221 x 210mm)

17.75 x 23.5 x 17.75”
(450 x 598 x 450mm)

15.75 x 21.5 x 15.75”
(400 x 543 x 400mm)

12.4 x 21.2 x 12.4”
(315 x 538 x 315mm)

15.75 x 11.25 x 15.75”
(400 x 286 x 400mm)
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